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The DYA convoy in which El Diario Vasco is traveling to the border between Poland and Ukraine is approaching its destination, which is none other
than Medyka, a point of escape for Ukrainian refugees. Javier Barace, a DYA Gipuzkoa volunteer, points out, once we have crossed the equator in
France, that “in Medyka, where we have to get to this Wednesday, we will unload three vans full of medical supplies, food and clothing.”

The idea behind this expedition is to meet there with 18 people who “are willing to come to Donostia with us. They are Ukrainian refugees from the war
and the idea is to be back in Donostia in a couple of days, so that they integrate. They are going to go to a shelter that the Diputación has made
available to them, in Irun. They will leave behind the horror of the war they are suffering.”
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How can I send my help to the Ukrainian people?

Regarding what they are going to see in a few hours, when they reach Medyka, Barace is frank and admits that “we don’t know exactly what awaits us.
We know that it is chaotic and that between 10,000 and 30,000 people pass through there every day. The situation is dire, but we are ready for
anything. Despite the obstacles that we may encounter, we want to carry this work forward».

See also Sánchez maintains international contacts and reiterates his commitment to NATO

#ready #Ukrainian #refugees #Donostia
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